Malware Research Brief: Online Travel Retail
Recent Uptick Shows Travel Retail Outpacing Other Industries For
Client-Side Injected Malware
Summary
Loyalty in the travel landscape is shifting, and with brands trying to win territory back from OTAs while comparison
shopping sites work to engender trust with price sensitive shoppers, the online user experience has become
paramount. This has opened the door for an entirely new class of malware developers that are taking advantage
of the gap between fragmented online travel retail and eroding customer loyalty.
More than ever before, malware developers are targeting travellers with Client-Side Injected Malware (CSIM) that
drastically alters the travel purchasing experience. Unbeknownst to the vast majority of travel brands and website
publishers, CSIM is eroding brand integrity much faster than other, current loyalty dynamics in the space.
In the last 6 months alone, CSIM has jumped from a mere 5% to 20%-30% infection rate among visitors to travel
and hospitality websites
Because CSIM exists solely on the consumer’s browser or computer, website owners have historically been unable
to monitor and control the threat from their side. Namogoo’s technology allows site publishers to protect against
CSIM and ensures that no matter how infected a consumer’s computer or browser may be, they will always have a
clean user experience when visiting a Namogoo-protected site. The findings in this brief come from Namogoo’s
internal research, except where noted.

What is CSIM?
Client-side Injected Malware (CSIM) includes widgets (product recommendations and deals), advertisements and
spyware scripts that are injected into websites by extensions installed on a customer’s browser or through
unintended software downloaded by the customer. This causes customers to suddenly view pages on a website
differently than they were intended by the website owner.
British Airways home page as viewed from an infected browser (red outline added):
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Booking.com checkout page as viewed from a CSIM infected computer (red outline added):

Additional travel CSIM images can be accessed here. More detailed explanation of CSIM can be accessed here.

Increasing Competition In A Commoditized Industry
A recent uptick in CSIM targeting travel shoppers is clearly taking advantage of low customer loyalty. CSIM
developers have created increasingly sophisticated injected ads that 1) adapt to the authentic travel site they
appear on top of, looking like safe links to the uneducated shopper’s eye, and 2) are at the same time slightly offbrand enough to deter more discerning shoppers from making their final purchase on the the authentic travel site.
Because of the high price-sensitivity of shoppers in the online travel space, CSIM is able to erode brand integrity
on both fronts. Whether a shopper is astute enough or not to notice fake injected ads, the site owner will always
lose.
The problem is only amplified by the fact that CPC costs are increasing as OTAs step up mirror-marketing efforts
against their brand-name counterparts.1 OTAs represent 13% of global travel gross bookings and are growing at
12% annually, and CSIM makers take advantage of this by offering smart product recommendations throughout
the experience, from search to checkout.2
•

CSIM has jumped from a mere 5% to 20%-30% infection rate among visitors to travel websites

•

The CSIM issue is even bigger for aggregators, where we see closer to a 30% infection rate among
site visitors

•

Meanwhile, travel ads totaled $750M in 2013, with an average CPC of $.863

•

By our estimates, $80M to $100M of that was hijacked by Client-Side Injected Malware that caused
legitimate site traffic to be siphoned off when infected shoppers clicked on malicious and/ or fake
injected ads appearing on their screens (or $11 for every $100 in ad spend)

•

An even greater, immeasurable loss if brand integrity is occurring as 73% of consumers indicate the
most important feature for them is finding the best prices and fares4
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Opportunity Cost
We anticipate that hard costs, as well as opportunity costs will only increase in the near- to medium-term. Travel
companies that continue to blindly pour marketing dollars into customer loyalty programs and online advertising
will simply feed the CSIM system. U.S. mobile and desktop travel bookings are expected to reach $200B in 2015,
and the high average order value in travel will only make CSIM developers bolder in their approaches. 4
•

Average order value in the travel industry is significantly higher than in other industries: consider $72
AOV for online shopping in the US vs. $509 for the average round-trip US flight 5,6

•

The opportunity to generate revenue in travel is far greater for CSIM makers

•

Add to that the costs of undermined brand loyalty and tarnished image resulting from malicious links
and injected ads

Conclusions
Brand retailers, comparison-shopping sites and online travel agencies need to understand the high risk of ClientSide Injected Malware. As malware developers become bolder and more innovative in their approach, it’s clear
that the travel industry will only become a bigger target.
CSIM developers are counting on the fragmented industry and low loyalty rate of shoppers to help mask their
activities. Brand marketers need to protect themselves against this new CSIM threat if they expect to make their
marketing budgets count. The risk is even greater for those that are relying heavily on brand value to attract new,
committed shoppers to their sites.

About Namogoo
Namogoo’s technology protects websites from Client-side Injected Malware by scanning millions of pages 24
hours a day, creating malware injection blocking rule sets in real-time and delivering them to a website via a
single line of code.
Advanced learning algorithms monitor malware patterns and continuously adapt the security shield so Namogooprotected sites remain free from the effects of Client-Side Injected Malware. Consumers experience the site as it
was intended to be viewed, and have a safe shopping experience while brands can ensure that they capture the
full value of their online traffic.
To learn more about Namogoo, visit https://www.namogoo.com/
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